Greetings!

June 2, 2015

We are very proud of our Georgetown BRI student leaders, Danny McCorry, Tim Ford and John Grimsley, who with their classmates produced a tremendous 2-on-2 debate at this year’s BRI Leadership Conference in Washington, DC. Each year the local Host Chapter produces a spectacular debate as part of the Conference, and this year’s debate did not disappoint.

Resolution: "Affordable, quality healthcare develops from maximizing freedom of choice -- not government programs or mandates."

The Resolution encapsulates the essence of today’s debate on American healthcare. Arguing the opposition were two highly respected Georgetown professor-MDs, Dr. Dennis McIntyre and Dr. Adriane Fugh-Berman, and two innovative, successful private practice physicians, Dr. Josh Umbehr and Dr. Lee Gross.

There are many dimensions to this discussion, and we invite you to watch the debate for yourself and expand your own understanding of what constitutes optimal solutions to America’s healthcare solution.
Fundamentally, Dr. McIntyre and Dr. Fugh-Berman argued that it is every American’s duty to give up some personal freedom to improve everyone’s access to quality, affordable healthcare, by accepting healthcare as an essential community service.

The free enterprise proponents argued that government regulatory bureaucracy caused many healthcare industry problems cited (high prices, opacity, over-diagnoses) in the first place, and increasing external control would in fact exacerbate them.

We thank Drs. McIntyre and Fugh-Berman, Drs. Umbehr and Gross, the student leaders at BRI-Georgetown, and Georgetown University for making this educational, enlightening, and informative debate possible.

Forward this email to your friends and colleagues and ask them to sign up for our newsletter, like us on Facebook and follow us on Twitter to stay informed on many issues that affect doctors and patients in today’s changing healthcare landscape.

In partnership,

Beth Haynes, MD
Executive Director
Benjamin Rush Institute
All physicians and physician groups are invited to join Let My Doctor Practice for the Summit at the Summit Conference and Interactive Webcast in Keystone, Colorado. We will engage and mobilize physicians in restoring the doctor's voice in medical practice with our united voice. Participate in-person or via webcast to learn and engage in the top issues of our day, hear from pioneers who have successfully forged new paths, and participate in solutions-oriented survey sessions. STAY TUNED FOR MORE ON BRI'S BLOG.

Donations & Memberships

Thank you for your time and dedication to BRI. We would not exist if it were not for members like you who believe in what BRI stands for, and who are willing to give of their time, talent and treasure to help advance healthcare freedom. Please take a few minutes to join now, or make an additional donation to continue BRI's important work. Thank you!
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